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OR
Define notch sensitivity" Explain its significance in design of components
subjected to fluctuating loads. 16l
A plate made of steel 20c8 (sur : 440 N/mm2) in hot rolled and
non-nalised condition is shou'n in Fig.l It is suhjected to a cornpletely
reversed axial load of 30 kN. The notch sensitivity factor (q) can be
taken as 0.8 and the expected reliability is 90oh. The size factor is 0.g5.
The factor of safety is 2. Determine the plate thickness for infinite life.
Refer following Fig.l to 4.
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Ql) a) Explain the process of design for finite and infinite life under reversed
stresses in detail.
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Fig,3: Stress Concentration Factor (Rectangular plate with transverse hole in
tension or compression)

ReliabiliwR(%) Kc
50 1.00
90 0.897
95 0.868
99 0.81 4

99.9 0.753
99.99 0.659

a)

a)

Fig. 4: Reliability factor

Explain general principles of design t-or assenrbly.
OR

Define static and dynamic load carrying capacity and explain.
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b) A machine shaft rotating at 720 rpm
pulley P to the spur gear G is shorvn:
gear tooth forces al'e as follorvs:

sL-321
i and transmiuing power from the
in Fig.S. The belt tensions a$d-the

P,:498 N, P,:166 N. Pr:497 N, Pr:181 N
The weight of the pulley is 100 N. The diameter of the shaft at bearings
B, and 8.,, is 10 mtn and 20 nxn respectively. The load factor is 2.5 and
the expected life for 90o/o of the bearings is 8000 h. Select single-row
deep groove ball bearings at B, and B,
Refer fig.6 for data.

[10]

-/

Principal
Dimensions (mrrr)

Basic Load Ratings (N)

DeSignation

d D B C Co
10 19 5 1 480 630 61 800

26 8 4620 1960 6000

30 9 5070 2240 6200

35 11 8060 3750 6300

12 21 5 1430 695 61801

28 8 5070 2240 6001

32 10 6890 3100 6201
37 12 9750 465A 6301

20 32 1 2700 r 500 61 804

42 8 7020 3400 16404
42 l2 9360 4500 6004
47 t4 12700 6240 6204
52 15 1 5900 7800 6304

72 19 30700 16600 6404

Fr: 6: Parameters for Single-row deep groove ball bearings
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Q3) a) Explain Raimondi and Boyd method relating perfonlance of bearings to

dimensionless parameters. t8l

,)

b)

OR

Describe basic theory of Hydrodynarnic lubrication" t8l

The following data is given for a 360o hydrodynamic bearing. [10]

Bearing diameter: 50.02 mm

Joumal diameter: 49.93 rnm

Bearing length: 50 mm

Journal speed: 1440 rpm

Radial load: 8 kN

Mscosity of lubricant: 12 cP

The bearing is machined on a lathe fiom bronze casting, while the steel
journal is hardened and ground. The surface roughness (cla) values for
turning and grinding are 0"8 and 0.4 microns respectively. For thick film
hydrodynarnic lubrication, the minimum film thickness should be five
times the sum of surface roughness values fbr the journal and bearing.

Calculate:

i) The permissible minimum film thickness.

ii) The actual film thickness under operating conditions.

iiD Power lost in f iction.

Use Fig.7 for data

yd € h1C
o

S 0 (r/C)f Qi(rCn,l)

1

0.4 0.6 0.264 63.1 0 5.79 3.99

0.6 4.4 a.121 50.58 3.22 A --+.3)

0.8 0"2 0.0446 36.24 1.70 4.62

0.9 0.1 0.0188 26.45 1.05 4.74

0"97 0.03 0.0047 15.47 0.514 4.82
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Q4) a) Explain the different types of gear tooth failure.
OR

Qs) a)

b) Derive an expression for the Bearn strength of Spur gear and
assumptions made tbr the same"
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c) A pair of spur gears rvith 20o tr.rll depth involutes teeth consists of a 24
teeth pinion meshins u,ith 48 teeth gear. The module is 6 mm and face
width is 60 mrn. The material for the pinion and gear is steel with an
ultimate tensile strength of 450N/rnmr" The gears are heat treated to a
surface hardness of 250 BHN. The pinion rotates at 1000 rpm and the
sen'ice factor for the applicatior-r is 1.5. Assurlre that velocity factor
accounts for the dynamic load and the factor of safety is 2. Determine
the rated power that gear can transmit. Use Y for 24 teeth : 0"337. [lll

A pair of parallel helical gears consistes of an l8 teeth pinion meshing
rvith 63 teeth gear. The helix angle is 23' and normal pressure angle is
20'. f'he norrnal module is 3 mm.

Determine:

D The transverse module
ii) 'fhe transverse pressure angle

iii) The axial pitch

iv) The pitch circle diar-neters of the pinion and the gears

v) The center distance

OR
b) A pair of straight tooth bevel gears is mounted on shafts, which are

intersecting at right angles. The number of teeth on pinion and gear arc2l
and 28 respectively. The pressure angle is 20"" The pinion shaft is connected
to an electric motor developing 5kWrated power atl440rprn. The srevice

. factor for the application is 1 .5. The material for the pinion and gear is steel
with an ultimate tensile strength of 600N/rnm2. The gears are heattreatedto
a surface hardness of 300 BHN. The module is 4 mm and face width is 20
mm. respectively. The axial thickness of gear blank is 15 mm. The gears
are machined by hobbing process to confirm to grade 8,

I10l
t6l

For grade 8, Error e: 16+125(m+0.25..f Ol in microns and Y for 26
teeth: 0.344,
Y for 27 teetb: 0.348,
pitting"

c) Explaih with neat sketch force analysis of helical gear.

Determine the factor of safety for bendihg and
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Q6) a) Derive Lewis equation fbr beam strength of Bevel gear. 16l

OR

b) Explain the force analysis in the design of w'orm and worm wheel drive.

I6I

c) Wonn and wom wheel drive is designated as 2l4lll0l8. The drive is
used to obtain speed reduction of 20.5 frorn an input speed of 1450
rpm. Material for worm wheel is sand cast and chilled phosphor bronze
while the worm is made of case hardened alloy steel. Determine the
power transmitting capacity based on beam' strength. Use following
data:

Speed factor for strength of 1,orm (xbr) : 0"24, Speed factor for
strength of worm wheel (Xbr) : 0.41, Bending stress factor for worm
(Sbr):33.11, Bending stress factor for r,vorm u,heel (Sb,):6.4"It0]
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